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Digital Microscope in the market

Smartphone Microscope in the Market

¿Qué es Nurugo Microscope?

Convierte tu móvil en un microscopio

Opciones

Otras opciones

Planaria W.M

Ascaris Mitosis

Spirogyra

Paramecium W.M.

$100 US

NURUGO MiCRO : JEWELLER
Special-order jewelry is the making of one of a kind items,
and is not too different from model making. This process, like
model making, can be fairly simple Wax Carving to be cast
into metal, or it can involve very complex fabrication skills
building the piece out of the actual metal using a wide variety
of skills and tools. Very often both model making and special
order involve gemstones, and thus the pieces must be
designed and made to properly hold those.
You know that magnification is essential for creating good
work. Nurugo Micro carries a wide variety of magnifying
supplies for all sorts of jewelry professionals.
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NURUGO MiCRO : WATCHMAKER
"A watch is so tiny, just a little thing. You have to look under a
loupe to see everything. It's like a little world of its own with a
heart of its own," Watchmaker said.
Perhaps the most important tool for a watch collector is a good
loupe. Whether one collects vintage or modern watches, Nurugo
Micro is essential for magnifying important and subtle details
that allow a collector to:
-Accurately assess the condition of a prospective watch
-Scrutinize dial, case, and movement details to detect
counterfeit,
modified, or incorrect parts
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NURUGO MiCRO : PHOTOGRAPHER
As a still photographer, you’re probably used to squinting into the
small viewfinder for hours on end. The proper use of a viewfinder lets
you accurately compose a shot. Most viewfinders also offer useful
overlays to judge exposure and provide other technical information
about the shot you’re about to take.
Unfortunately, when shooting video on your DSLR, the viewfinder
stops working because the camera’s mirror must stay up when
capturing video. A good LCD can go a long way, but the addition of
one critical piece of Nurugo Micro can dramatically improve your
ability to judge focus and exposure.
Nurugo Micro typically enlarge the image two to three times, making it
much easier to see critical focus . Nurugo Micro helps you see just
how much of your shot is (or is not) in focus.
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NURUGO MiCRO : PRINTER
Spend any time in a printshop and you'll quickly discover that press
operators, and even print buyers, depend on their loupes to help
inform them about the quality of plates, proofs, and presswork.
Beside each type of loupe/microscope is an image to approximate
the view through that instrument. Keep in mind that all loupes and
microscopes have limitations based on the laws of optics and that
prices can vary widely. That is why having more than one instrument
is usually best. In general the higher the magnification the smaller the
field of view, the shallower the depth of view, and the closer the
instrument must be to the subject. A single lens is satisfactory for low
power loupes but higher power ones require two or more lens
elements for improved resolution and correction of chromatic
aberrations, distortion, and improved flatness of field
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NURUGO MiCRO : COLLECTOR
Too often collectors will attempt to use a magnifier with too
much magnification, or worse, a magnifier with poor quality
lenses.
This short article should give you a few tips as to what is best
for your needs.The first place to start is with quality. Without
any doubt, the best magnifier to use is a Nurugo Micro.
Nurugo Micro reduce distortion around the edge of the
opening. Have you ever used a cheap glass and found only
the very center of the opening is useable? Nurugo Micro will
allow the entire diameter of the lens to be used in viewing the
coin.
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NURUGO MiCRO : BIOLOGER
NURUGO MICRO: I'm a final year biological sciences
student, hopefully moving on to PhD studies soon. The
simple convenience the nurugo micro would offer in being
able to perform simple experiments is second to none. Not
only this, but I'll be able to use it when demonstrating to
younger potential scientists, and hopefully be able to peak
their interest, helping create the next generation of biologists!
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NURUGO MiCRO : GEOLOGER
Nurugo Micro is an awesome tool for my outreach events,
allowing to discover the world of micro fossils without me
having to lug around a microscope. Not to mention the
benefit of having this available to visiting researchers and
day-to-day operations of the collection.
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COMPATIBILITY CHART
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Mounts + Accessories

Nurugo Pro
Pouch Kit

Nurugo housing
case

Nurugo Slide
Pro

Nurugo Mount

Nurugo Expedia
case (IP67)

Nurugo
Protective lens

Nurugo Experiments
tripod

Nurugo
Lens filter

Nurugo Lens
Replacement kit
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